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Abstract—In Indonesia – the biggest archipelagic nation in
the world – container handling activities can be easily found in
hundred of ports, widely spread from Malahayati in Aceh
(western part of the nation) to Jayapura in Papua (eastern part).
Not all of port facilities have the same level of productivity and
efficiency. On the other hand, some of terminals are
commercially connected by the movement of a vessel – carrying
hundreds of containers – in her turnaround voyage.
Unfortunately, there is no good communication between
terminals to exchange information smoothly and accurately.
Without good information exchange flow, a terminal could not
do good operation planning to each coming vessel. A vessel then
experiences delays, inaccuracy in loading and discharging
process, and higher operation uncertainty. This situation leads to
higher costs and less number of containers to be carried. When
this happens in every terminal to where a vessel calls, the
inefficiency that is created from this sitution will be enormous.
So, there must be a system to effectively facilitate information
communication between terminals. The system works as interface
to ease all parties submit and retrieve information from the
movement of vessels, containers, and terminal activities. The
system could also be utilized to control terminal performance in a
certain corridor to optimize operation time, then a vessel could
easily meet her sailing schedule and reach her operation
efficiency. It is expected the efficiency of national container
logistics network could also be improved by the system.

Fig. 1. Indonesia Ports

Container trades allow ships to have more frequent
voyages, and force terminals to improve their facilities to
accommodate more containers. Small ports handle containers
with shore cranes and while dedicated container terminals
equip themselves with container cranes. Keeping pace with
the growth of container trades, some shipping companies are
deploying bigger vessels to transport more boxes and reduce
costs. This becomes a cycle that runs continuously.
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I.

BACKGROUND

Indonesia is an archipelagic country, spreading from
Sabang in the western most to Merauke in the east. With this
national posture – hundred of islands bounded by sea –
distribution of cargo and merchandise must be mainly done
by ships. There is no other more economical mean of
transport than sea transport, as ship can carry high number of
cargo to have low unit transport costs. Much lower than costs
by air transport vehicles.

Fig. 2. Container Trade Cycle

As the nation be increasingly connected by container
trades, the number of vessel movement carrying containers
becomes enormously substantial. Some vessels might call
several terminals and ports in her regular turn-around
voyage. With this multiple terminal calling, a vessel require
certain level of service from terminals to optimize the cost.
Shipping is a highly capital intensive industry. Delays will
cost them a lot and reduce the potential of having optimum
vessels’s carrying capacity.

When containers become more popular to transport cargo
from one port to another in Indonesia, a lot of container
terminals are built and operated to accommodate the
shipping trend. Most of container terminals in Indonesia are
owned and operated by four PT Pelabuhan Indonesia – a
state-owned port operating company. Spread from the
westernmost Malahayati port in Aceh to the easternmost port
in Merauke.
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activities is based on discharge list. Not all containers
onboard the vessel must be discharged in one terminal. Some
might be continuing their trips to next destinations.

With this situation, a terminal should operate
productively and efficiently to reduce delays and provide
optimum value to its customers. Unfortunately, the
movement of ships is not supported by smooth movement of
information. Terminals are physically connected by ships,
but do not communicate to each other to exchange
information. When ships calling the terminal, it needs to
learn and process information from the ships before
commencing stevedoring activities. Relevant information
might be collected from many sources. That takes time and
obviously less efficient.
A low-productive terminal is certainly unvaporable to
shipping business and Indonesia’s logistics costs. Delayed
departure of a ship in one terminal will give unfavor
condition to destination terminal and jeopardize the entire
schedules. Both terminal operation and vessel sailing
schedule. In long run, that could reduce the productivity and
efficiency on national container terminal network, since less
ships could be served, less boxes are carried, and more costs
have to be paid.

Fig. 3. Container Handling Process

The preparation should ideally be done before the arrival
of a vessel. However, a terminal could hardly receive
detailed information about the cargo since ship agent can not
fully provide it. The agent might also not have it in hand, as
cargo discharge list is kept by the captain. Captain will
surrender the list when the vessel is completely alongside the
berth at destination terminal.

There should be a system to efficiently process
information movement between terminals, in such way that
easily control productivity and efficiency national terminal
network. This paper will describe how the system works and
provides benefits to national logistics activities. However,
the system will apply on domestic container terminal
network only, serving inter-island trade within Indonesia
territory.

A terminal planner then plan operation sequence based
on the list that describes the type, size, and weight of
containers to be discharged, and also their location inside the
vessel’s hold. Since the list is provided upon the arrival of
the vessel, a terminal needs several hours to observe the
information and translate it into operation planning. That will
costs the vessel an idle time before discharge activities could
be commenced. Once the discharging completed, the
terminal then asks shippers to pick up their boxes from
terminal yard and transport them to final destination.

.
II.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this method is to provide Indonesia
container terminals with a connectivity system that could
allow each terminal to communicate, give a higher terminal
operation performance and efficiency, and in the long run
increase the efficiency of national maritime logistics
network.

III.

B. Multi-terminal Call
In optimizing trade and operating cost, it is common
when a vessel calls more than one terminals in her voyage
cycle. Began from loading number of containers at the first
terminal, she discharges seom boxes in next destination.
Some others are kept onboard for further trip. At the second
terminal, more containers will be loaded to be carried to their
destination terminals. This will be repeatedly conducted until
the vessel calls her first origin terminal back.

CURRENT SITUATION

A. Container Handling Process
A communication activity between customer and a
terminal must be done in order to exchange information
before and during a container being handled by the terminal.
The process begins when a request received from customers,
asking a permission to send their boxes to terminal. With this
request, terminal allocates some area inside the yard to stack
received containers before being loaded to named vessel. The
terminal also allocate some other resources, like personnel,
equipment to be deployed, fuel and supplies, and design
operation planning to effectively handle the containers.
After completion of loading, the terminal compile a
loading list, to describe actual containers been loaded into
the vessel. The list will be submitted to the captain before the
vessel leaves the terminal to destination.

Fig. 4. Multi-terminal Call

Unfortunately, each terminal could not communicate and
exchange operation information to ease the process. As
vessels are going through one terminal to another, a
discussion about having an inter-terminal information
transfer will not be the case. The agent, who acts as

A destination container terminal prepares the discharge
activities by allocating relevant resources to have effective
planning and efficient resource utilization. Discharge
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resulting less productivity. That leads to less money
they grab to their pocket.

representative of a vessel, will come to each and every
terminal to submit service request for one single vessel. The
fact is, the same vessel calling different terminals, but must
make service request several times to terminals those are
connected by trade flow. Imagine when an agent represents
more than one vessel.

• Shipping companies: A destination terminal will
blindly receive a container vessel, without having
clear information about her cargo (type, volume, etc.).
That creates a longer waiting time for a vessel, higher
vessel operation cost, less opportunity to carry more
boxes in one certain time frame. This would also
increase the risk of company’s investment.

The number of submission follows the number of
terminal that ship calls. This will cost shipping company
with more agents to be provided in each port of call to make
sure all process in terminals could be smoothly done.
Document submission takes time, causes unefficiency, and
sometimes produces information error, since same
information provided is repeatedly entered into different
request forms.
When this happens in a network of connected terminals,
involving a large number of vessels and trade goods, the
entire national trade network will experience very low
efficiency. A vessel might has arrived at a terminal but
handling process could not be commenced since information
about the cargo carried by the vessel has not been verified by
the terminal. A delay in one terminal, when multiplied by
number of network members, will reduce trade efficiency of
the nation.

Fig. 6. Inefficiency Cycle

• Agent: Administration costs could be higher as result
of low information transparency in the process.
Agents will go around to collect, validate, and share
information. It’s costly and sometimes unpredicted.
The cost will be compensated to the users.

C. Operation Bastille
Furthermore, this situation – not being able to
interchange information – then put each terminal in an
operation bastille. Protecting itself from the interest of other
terminals. A member of terminal network should pay very
high attention to its productivity and efficiency, as result of
its operation performance will affect the performance of next
terminal. Since all network member could not exchange their
information, they could not monitor other performance, nor
ask low-rated performers to speed-up the operation, nor
optimize efficiency of the whole network.

• Cargo owner: The increase of vessel operating cost
and investment risk will be compensated to higher sea
freight. That would have a direct impact to cargo
owner as they have to pay more money to transport
their merchandise to final destination.
• Trade Network: When terminal performance is not
at equal rate, the movement of vessels and containers
between them will be obstructing network connecting
tempo. Each network member is dependent to others.
• National Economic: The ultimate disadvantages will
be enjoyed by the nation as trade costs are higher.
This will increase retail price at the end. Less cargo
could be carried by vessels in certain time frame, and
reduces the trade potential of one region.

IV.

Fig. 5. Operation Bastille

HOW THE SYSTEM RUNS

There should be a “middle-man” who could integrate
information exchange, and then transform the information
into a cornerstone of operation productivity and efficiency
improvement inside the nation-wide terminal network.

Those terminals might be owned and operated by
different entities, in such a way could prevent them from
having a collaboration in information exchange. Each
terminal works as information silo. Meeting its own targets
and giving very low consideration to performance of other
terminals, although both terminals are connected by physical
ship and cargo movements.

A. Method
The basic priciple of the system is easy and simple to use.
It is amplifying communication between terminals inside the
network, eliminating inefficiency, and optimizing values.
The system becomes an information integrator that links
terminals with terminals and terminals with their customers.

Some disadvantages will affect several parties:
• Container terminals: The lack of communication
between terminals would prevent them to optimally
utilize service time to handle more containers,

Correspondences between parties will be simply done
through one single access. Information that is submitted into
the system will be spread to related parties instantly and
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consistently, since it comes from one single source of truth.
Information processing costs will be reduced. There is no
manual paper-based form exchange anymore for validation,
and all process are fully done in a trusted different
organization workflow.

Once loading and discharging activities are completed,
the vessel leaves the terminal. At the same time, information
about containers she carries will be directly distributed by the
system to her discharging terminals. One vessel might carry
hundred of containers from one terminal to be shipped to two
or three different destinations. By utilizing UN/EDIFACT
Message BAPLIE (bayplan/stowage plan occupied and
empty locations message) destination terminal will be
advised the exact stowage position of cargo onboard a vessel.
With this interface, information about containers to be
discharged reach the destination terminal far before they
physically arrive. By receiving this information in advance,
the terminal will do preparation and planning to have better
and accurate operation activities. The operation can be
immediately commenced just after the vessel is perfectly tied
alongside the quay. This would be minimizing iddle time.
This process sequence will be done repeatedly in reverse
direction and with probably different set of terminals.

Fig. 7. Improved System

In a container terminal network, the system could be
utilized to exchange cargo and vessel information movement
from one terminal to another. A shipping company accesses
the interface and submit information about the time their
vessel will arrive. The company might also request yard
allocation for containers being loaded to and discharged from
the vessel.

B. System Requirements
The first and most important thing that terminal has to
fulfill is they deploy Terminal Operating System (TOS), an
application that supports transferring machine-readable file
formats and allow two software systems exchanging data
over the internet.

At the same time, terminals will process the information
to plan their operation sequence and allocate their resources.
Berthing plan, equipment deployment schedule, personnel
assignment and other supporting resources are all set before
the arrival of the vessel.

Each terminal might use different TOS with different
data structures. An Application Protocol Interface application
must be developed as agent between terminals to translate
data of one terminal to others, so they could communicate to
each other.

Upon the arrival of a vessel, a real-time update about
operation process information in one terminal will be shared
to connecting terminals by the system. A previous terminal
will be encouraged to work well to keep a vessel depart on
time and meet her berthing schedule at the next terminal.

However, a set of rules need to be defined before
communication between different systems could be done. A
definition, parameter, and structure of data produced from a
request to one terminal’s TOS must be agreed between
service requester (interface) and data provider (terminal).

When delays is indicated to occure in the previous
terminal, the system will release a warning signal to both
terminals. The previous terminal might be asked to allocate
more effort to meet the target performance, or the next might
adjust the berthing allocation frame for that particular vessel.
The system then has an important function: to control – not
just to monitor – the operation performance of one terminal
as it would affect the productivity of entire terminal network.

A direct-sinking method to transfer all data in one’s
databese to another is not recommended. Communication
between terminals does not require all volume of database to
be transferred. Besides, this metod will occupy more system
resources, which is not favorable to the performance of TOS,
as it is designed to support terminal operation activities.
The system will work well when all information could be
integrated by one interface. There must be a single institution
to run the integration and set performance standards. It also
takes controlling role to make sure all terminals could meet
performance targets and standards. The institution will
communicate the standards to all network members to be
agreed upon. This will ensure all terminals could work in an
equivalent productivity level, then the physical movement of
vessels and containers between terminals can be maintained
in smooth and efficient way.

C. Result and Benefits
The smoothness of information exchange between
terminals will ignite terminals to improve their performance,
catching up the level of others. This increases operation
efficiency as terminal does not want to have unproductive
time by doing unproductive activities. A bad performance

Fig. 8. Information Distribution Example
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could be utilized to improve terminal productivity and
efficiency then all network members could produce an
equivalent productivity rate.

will be pushed to meet performance corridor, leaving a slight
tiny gap to others.
As process velocity and certainty is increasing, shipping
companies will be confident in arranging their vessel
schedule and voyages, to optimize the utilization of vessel’s
carrying capacity. The more vessels can be handled by a
terminal, the more containers can be transported. This
situation will drive shipping companies to reduce their sea
freight as they enjoy lower operating costs per unit cargo
carried.

In future, this system could be developed to bind wider
users in a logistics transaction activity, using data transfer
between parties. The development will reduce total logistic
unit cost, since bulk number of container cargo are involved.
Indonesia’s container terminal industry is inviting people
around the globe (scientists, students, researchers) to have
further study of terminal network in order to create better
productivity and efficiency.
There must be a study to quantify the national efficiency
gained from this integrated system to underlie development
of national policy in seaborne logistics trade and transport.
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Fig. 9. Performance Equality

When terminals could work in an equal productivity
level, a vessel will enjoy lower turn-around time and make
more voyages in a certain time frame. No more terminals
become obstacles inside the network and all parties will
eagerly contribute a certain level of efficiencies.
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